In this manuscript we show that two partial orders defined on the set of standard Young tableaux of shape α are equivalent. In fact, we give two proofs for the equivalence of the box order and the dominance order for tableaux. Both are algorithmic. The first of these proofs emphasizes links to the Bruhat order for the symmetric group and the second provides a more straightforward construction of the cover relations. This work is motivated by the known result that the equivalence of the two combinatorial orders leads to a description of the geometry of the representation space of invariant subspaces of nilpotent linear operators.
Introduction
Let α be a partition. By T α we denote the set of all standard Young tableaux (SYT) of shape α. In Section 2 we define two partial orders box and dom on the set T α . These orders are defined combinatorially and are of importance in the theory of invariant subspaces of nilpotent linear operators. They control the geometry of varieties of invariant subspaces of nilpotent linear operators, as they describe the degeneration relation and the boundaries of the irreducible components, see [4, 5, 6] and Section 3. Therefore, it is important to investigate properties of these orders. One of the main results of the paper is the following theorem. Theorem 1.1. Let X, Z be SYTs of the same shape. The following conditions are equivalent.
1. Z box X,
We show in [6] that several other relations of geometric or of algebraic nature lie between the box and the dominance relations. If those two are equal, then all the relations coincide.
We remark that partial orders on standard Young tableaux have been considered elsewhere, such as, notably, by Taşkin in [9] . Note, though, that the posets defined there are defined on all SYTs of size n at once. In fact, for three of the partial orders considered there (the weak, KL, and geometric orders), two non-equal fillings of the same shape are always incomparable [9, Proposition 3.5] , so the restriction to SYT of fixed shape is not interesting. The order which Taşkin refers to as chain order is similar to, but strictly weaker than, our dominance order (after transposition).
We present two different proofs of Theorem 1.1. Both proofs are constructive. The first one, presented in Section 4, shows connections of our problem with the Bruhat order in the symmetric group S n where n = |α|.
The second proof, given in Section 5, gives a more straightforward algorithm that applies operations on entries of SYTs. Given two SYTs such that Z dom X, both algorithms compute a sequence of box moves that convert X to Z. This proves that Z box X.
Finally, in Section 6, we describe some properties of the poset (T α , box ). We prove that there exists exactly one minimal and exactly one maximal element, and that all saturated chains have the same length.
Definitions and notation
Following [2, 7] we recall definitions and notation connected with SYTs.
the electronic journal of combinatorics 26(3) (2019), #P3.20 Notation: Recall that a partition α = (α 1 , . . . , α s ) is a finite non-increasing sequence of natural numbers; we picture α by its Young diagram which consists of s rows of lengths given by the parts of α. Let |α| = α 1 + . . . + α s . The transpose α of α is given by the formula α j = #{i : α i j}, it is pictured by the transpose of the Young diagram for α. Two partitions α, α are in the dominance partial order, in symbols α dom α, if the inequality α 1 + · · · + α j α 1 + · · · + α j holds for each j.
Notation: Let α be a partition. A standard Young tableau (SYT) of shape α is a tableau of shape α filled by the numbers 1, 2, . . . , |α| such that its entries increase along rows and down columns. Let T α be the set of all SYTs of shape α.
Given a SYT X we number its rows starting from the top and going down. Example: Let α = (2, 2, 1). There are exactly five SYTs of shape α: In the first tableau the entries 1 and 2 are in the row number 1; the entries 3, 4 in the row number 2, etc. Notation: One can represent a SYT X by a sequence of partitions
where γ (i) denotes the region in the Young diagram α which contains the entries 1 , . . ., i . In the example above, the first filling is given by the sequence of partitions
We introduce two partial orders on the set T α of all SYTs of the same shape.
] of the same shape are related in the dominance partial order, in symbols Z dom X, if for each i, the corresponding partitions
In the example above of SYTs of shape (2, 2, 1), the first one listed is the largest in dominance order, and the last one is the smallest, while, for example, the second and third are incomparable in dominance order. Definition: Suppose X, Z are SYTs of the same shape. We say Z is obtained from X by a decreasing box move if Z is obtained by swapping two entries in X so that the smaller entry winds up in the higher-numbered row. We denote by box the partial order generated by box moves.
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To get Z we apply to X the following sequence of moves. First we exchange 2 and 3 , then 4 and 5 and finally 3 and 4 .
We finish this section by establishing the following fact. 
LR-fillings and motivation
Our investigation of partial orders for SYTs is motivated by its connections with LRfillings and an application to short exact sequences of nilpotent linear operators.
Fix two partitions γ ⊆ β such that the Young diagram for γ is contained in the Young diagram for β. The skew diagram β \ γ is said to be a vertical strip if β i γ i + 1 holds for all i, and a horizontal strip if β \ γ is a vertical strip. A rook strip is a horizontal and vertical strip.
Given three partitions α = (α 1 , . . . , α s ), β, γ, we will consider fillings of β \ γ which have α 1 entries 1's, α 2 entries 2's, etc. We describe such a filling as having the content α and the shape β \ γ. The type of the filling, (α, β, γ), records the content and shape. A filling is said to be an LR-filling if the following three conditions are satisfied:
• in each row, the entries are weakly increasing,
• in each column, the entries are strictly increasing,
• (lattice permutation property) for each u > 1 and for each column c: on the right hand side of c, the number of entries u − 1 is at least the number of entries u.
The number of LR-fillings of type (α, β, γ) is the Littlewood-Richardson coefficient c β α,γ which plays an important rôle in symmetric functions, Schubert calculus, and the representation theory of the general linear group, see [2, 7] .
Example: Let α = (2, 2, 1), β = (4, 3, 3, 2, 1), γ = (3, 2, 2, 1). We have to fill the skew diagram β \ γ with two 1 's, two 2 's, and one 3 . Due to the conditions on an LR-filling, this can be done in exactly three ways. In this example, β \ γ is a vertical but not a horizontal strip.
Let β \ γ be a rook strip. Note that there is a bijection between the set T β α,γ of LRfillings of type (α, β, γ) and the set T α of the SYTs of shape α. A bijection Φ β γ : T β α,γ → T α is constructed as follows. For an LR-filling X we denote by τ (X) = (τ 1 , . . . , τ |α| ) the list of entries when reading columns from the top down, starting with the rightmost column and moving left. Fix i s, where s is the number of rows of α. Let j 1 < j 2 < . . . < j n i be all elements j such that τ j = i. We write the elements j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j n i in the i-th row of the corresponding SYT of shape α.
Box order and dominance order were defined on LR-fillings in [6] . We will review these definitions, and verify that they agree under the bijection defined above with the orders we have already defined on standard tableaux.
The box order is defined on LR-fillings of type (α, β, γ) by saying that the filling Z is obtained by a decreasing box move from the filling X if Z is obtained from X by swapping two entries, such that the smaller entry winds up in the lower position. Proof. Let X, Z be LR-fillings of type (α, β, γ). Suppose we obtain Z from X by swapping the positions of entries τ i and τ j with i < j, and in X we have τ i = a, τ j = b, with a < b.
Now consider Φ The base case is when |I| = 1, in which case I = {i}. In this case, if J = {j r < j r−1 < · · · < j 1 = j, perform the following sequence of swaps:
This has the effect of swapping i and j and resorting row b.
Now suppose that |I| = p > 1. Let the largest element of I be i p , and let J = {j r < · · · < j 2 < j 1 = j} be the elements of row b which are weakly between i p and j. Perform the same sequence of swaps as before using i p and J in place of i and J. This has the effect of swapping i p and j, and resorting row b if necessary. To complete the desired effect, it suffices to swap i and i p (which is now in row b). This is another instance of the same problem, but with the original i p having been removed from I. We are therefore done by induction.
The fact that all the tableaux we pass through are indeed standard, follows from the fact that the starting and ending tableaux are standard by hypothesis. The converse direction is obvious: if there is a decreasing box move from Φ β γ (X) to Φ β γ (Z), then the corresponding move from X to Z is a decreasing box move.
For an example of the phenomenon considered in the previous proof, consider the following LR-fillings, which are related by the box move swapping the entries in rows 3 and 6.
Z :
The corresponding tableaux are Similarly, one can define dominance order on the set of LR-fillings. One can represent an LR-filling X by a sequence of partitions
where s is the number of rows of α and γ (i) denotes the region in the Young diagram β which contains the entries , 1 , . . .
For LR-fillings, we define X dom Z to mean that for all 1 i s, the i-th partition corresponding to X is greater than or equal to the i-th partition corresponding to Z in dominance order.
We then have the following lemma:
Proof. Suppose that α has s rows. For 1 r s, write Φ β γ (X)| r for the first r rows of Φ β γ (X). For x a word, write sort(x) for the result of sorting the letters of x into increasing order. For a tableau T , sort(T ) denotes the list of entries of T sorted into increasing order.
X dom Z is equivalent to saying that, for each 1 r s, we have sort(Φ Definition: Two LR-tableaux X, Z of the same type are said to be in boundary relation,
The following theorem is shown in [6] : More precisely, given X, Y in box relation, we construct a one-parameter family of embeddings M (λ), and for each embedding a short exact sequence 0 → L → M (λ) → N → 0, such that the following properties are satisfied:
2. the sequence is split exact if λ = 0;
Thus, the above result provides a link between the combinatorial relation given by box moves, the algebraic relation given by short exact sequences and the geometric boundary relation.
In general, the boundary relation implies the dominance relation [6] . Hence, the transitive closure boundary of the boundary relation boundary is a partial order.
We obtain from Theorem 3.4 the following chain of implications for tableaux X, Z of the same type such that the box relation is defined:
As a consequence, Theorem 1.1 yields the following result:
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The case where the partition α has at most two parts is particularly well understood since then for each shape β \ γ, there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of short exact sequences in V β α,γ . In this situation, the boundary relation has a combinatorial description in terms of arc diagrams, see [4, Theorem 1.2] , and is, in fact, transitive and equivalent to several algebraic and combinatorial relations, in particular to box and dom .
The Bruhat order and the first proof of the main result
Notation: Let S n denote the symmetric group on n letters. For any i = 1, . . . , n−1, denote by s i = (i, i + 1) ∈ S n the adjacent transposition. Let x ∈ S n and let x = s i 1 s i 2 · · · s i k with k minimal. Such an expression for x is called reduced. The number k is called the length of x and we denote it by (x) = k.
A key ingredient for our first proof of the main result is the notion of Bruhat order on the symmetric group. An excellent reference for this topic is [1] . There are several ways to define Bruhat order on S n . We define the Bruhat graph on S n by putting an edge from u to v if (u) < (v) and ut = v for t a transposition; we then define u v if there is a path from u to v in the Bruhat graph. It follows directly from this definition that u < v if and only if u
is also a transposition. We call v a cover of u (and write u v) if u < v and there is no w such that u < w < v.
The following well-known lemma characterizes the cover relations in Bruhat order. • u v,
• (v) = (u) + 1 and v = ut for t some transposition,
, where u(a) < u(b) and for a < i < b, we do not have u(a) < u(i) < u(b).
We will also need two other characterizations of Bruhat order. (1) , . . . , u(i)) has each entry less than or equal to the corresponding letter in sort(v(1), . . . , v(i) ).
Let α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . . ) be a partition of n. It will be convenient to fix once and for all a numbering of the boxes of α: we number them by rows, from left to right, starting with the top row. Notation: Let T be a filling of α by the numbers 1 to n, with each number appearing once. Define π(T ) to be the permutation obtained by reading T by rows from left to right, starting from the top row, that is π(T )(i) is the number contained in box i.
We will be particularly interested in applying π to SYTs, but we define it more generally for convenience. Example: Let α = (2, 2, 1). Consider the following SYTs of shape α: ; all these conditions put together yield exactly the condition that X dom Z. Now we consider the "box move". We recall that a decreasing box move on X swaps two entries of X, so that the larger entry moves higher, and the smaller entry moves lower. We have already established, in Lemma 2.1, that applying a decreasing box move moves us down in dominance order. We wish to prove the converse result, that if X > Z in dominance order, then there is a sequence of decreasing box moves which takes us from X to Z. Our strategy is inductive: we find a decreasing box move from X to Y , such that Y Z in dominance order. In order to do this, we recast the problem in terms of Bruhat order on permutations. Proof. A cover in Bruhat order swaps two entries, and moves the larger number up. Therefore, our desired result follows once we prove the following result on permutations. Let us write L ⊆ S n for the set of permutations of the form π(X) for X a SYT of shape α. Proposition 4.6. If x < z in Bruhat order, with x, z ∈ L, then there is a cover x y with y ∈ L such that y z.
Proof. Write a reduced expression for z as a product of adjacent transpositions s i 1 · · · s ip . Since x < z, by Theorem 4.2, there is a subword of this word which equals x. As in the proof of [1, Lemma 2.2.1], choose one such that the rightmost omitted transposition is as far to the left as possible (i.e. x = s i 1 · · · s i j 1 · · · s i jq · · · s ip with j 1 < · · · < j q such that j q is minimal, and s means that s is omitted). Define y to be obtained from this subword by adding back in the rightmost transposition in the word for z not in the chosen subword for x (i.e., y = s
. By the proof of [1, Lemma 2.2.1], this is a reduced expression for a permutation which covers x in Bruhat order and lies below z.
We will now show that y ∈ L. We can write y = xt, where t is the transposition s ip s i p−1 . . . s i jq . . . s i p−1 s ip (i.e., the product of the simple transpositions starting at the righthand end of our expression for z, proceeding backwards as far as s i jq , and then proceeding forwards again to the end). From this description of t, it is clear that (zt) < (z), so zt < z in Bruhat order. Let X and Z denote the SYTs corresponding to x and z respectively. Let the transposition t which we determined earlier be (a, b) with a < b. Multiplying on the right by t swaps the entries in positions a and b. Since the effect of this on z moves us down in Bruhat order, the larger entry must be in position a, and the smaller in position b. This implies that the boxes numbered a and b must be in distinct rows of the diagram for α, since the entries of Z within any single row are increasing. The same argument implies that a and b lie in distinct columns. Now consider the effect of swapping the entries in positions a and b on x. We know that this yields y = xt which covers x in Bruhat order. Thus, the entry of x in position a is less than that in position b. Further, by Lemma 4.1, there are no entries with values between x(a) and x(b) and located between positions a and b. This implies that swapping the entries in positions a and b of X will result in a standard tableau, so y ∈ L, and we are done.
Remark: This proof for the implication X > dom Z =⇒ X > box Z is constructive as it exhibits the first box move: Let s i 1 · · · s ip be a reduced expression for π(Z). Write π(X) as a subword We have π(Z) = 14253, and π(X) = 12345. Let's say we want to move down from X. We write π(Z) = (34)(23)(45) = s 3 s 2 s 4 . Now π(X) = e, so the subword of s 3 s 2 s 4 corresponding to e is the empty subword. We add the rightmost reflection back in, so that is (a, b) = s 4 . This gives us the permutation y 1 = 12354. To get the next step down the chain, we go to the subword of z given by y 1 = s 4 = 12354. Here we right multiply y 1 by s 4 s 2 s 4 = s 2 , obtaining 13254. In the final step we right multiply y 2 by s 4 s 2 s 3 s 2 s 4 = (2, 5), obtaining π(Z).
The corresponding sequence of fillings is:
The second proof of the main result
Let X, Z be SYTs of the same shape. In order to show that the dominance relation implies the box relation we present here a simple and explicit procedure to determine box moves on SYTs which transform X into Z. If Z < dom X, the following steps yield an SYT Y such that Z dom Y and Y < box X.
(1) Find the largest entry k which is in different positions in X and Z.
(2) Let a be the row of the entry k in Z; We illustrate this algorithm using tables which describe the difference of the two SYTs. Let X and Z be given by partition sequences [γ (1) , . . . , γ (|α|) ] and [δ (1) , . . . , δ (|α|) ], respectively. Each column of the table T X−Z is indexed by the partition number j, each row by the row number i. The entries are simply (
In the above example, X and Z have partition sequences (2), (3), (3, 1), (3, 1, 1), (3, 2, 1) ], Z : [ (1), (2), (2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 2, 1), (3, 2, 1) ], respectively. Here is the corresponding table. The table T Y −Z for the tableaux after the box move differs from T X−Z in column 3 which is zero.
The following lemma is obtained as a consequence of the definition of the dominance order.
Lemma 5.1. Two SYTs X and Z are in dominance order, Z dom X, if and only if for each column j and each row a in the table T X−Z , the sum a i=1 (T X−Z ) i,j of all entries in the j-th column from the top down to row a is nonnegative.
We can now give the second proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof. For two SYTs X, Z of the same shape α we need to show that they are in dominance order if and only if they are in box order. The "only if" part has been shown in Lemma 2.1. For the converse, assume that X and Z are in dominance order, say Z dom X. If X and Z are equal in dominace order, then X = Z and we are done.
We show that in case Z < dom X, the steps described above will produce a SYT Y such that Z dom Y and Y < box X.
Consider the table T X−Z , we discuss the entries as steps (1) through (4) are being performed.
(1) Let k be the largest entry which is in different positions in X and Z.
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By the choice of k, the partitions γ (i) , δ (i) are equal for i k. Hence in the table, the k-th column, and everything on its right, is zero.
(2) Let a be the row in which k occurs in Z.
The entry k occurs in different rows in X and Z, say it occurs in row a in X. Recall that δ (k) = γ (k) , hence δ (k−1) and γ (k−1) differ only in the two rows a and a where entry k occurs in Z and X, respectively. Then δ
Since Z < dom X are in dominance relation, we have
, hence a > a.
(3) Let m be the entry in X which has the position of k in Z. Note that m < k since all entries greater than k are in the same position in X and Z. Considering the a-th rows of the two tableaux, it follows that
(4) Let b > a be the first row below a which contains an entry in the range m < · k in X.
Such a row b exists since a > a and row a contains the entry k. Consider a row r in the table T X−Z with a < r < b. The entries greater than k are in the same positions in X and in Z, and none of the entries in the range m < · k occur in row r in X, hence for each entry s with m < s < k, γ
0. Thus, the entries in T X−Z in the rectangle given by rows m · < k − 1 and columns a < · < b are all nonnegative. This finishes the proof that the given entries in the table T X−Z are as specified. (5) Let be the minimal entry in row b of X with m < k. We claim that the column in X containing is on the left of the column in X containing m. For this, recall that Z has k in the position where X has m. In the quadrant underneath and to the right of k in the SYT Z, all entries are greater than or equal to k. Such entries are in the same position in X and Z, which implies the claim. (6) To obtain Y from X, exchange the entries and m.
We show that Y is a SYT. By the choice of , the entries in row b of Y are strictly increasing; by the choice of k and m, the entries in row a of Y are strictly increasing. Now, consider the column of Y that contains the entry m. Since m < and X is a SYT, all entries in rows of higher numbers are bigger than m. Assume that there exists an entry n > m in the column of m and above m. By the choice of b (minimality), it follows that n is in row a or above. This is a contradiction, because X is a SYT.
Regarding the column of Y that contains the entry , recall that this entry is in the position where X has m and Z has k. Since both X and Z are SYTs, the entries in this column in Y must be strictly increasing. This finishes the proof that Y is a SYT, and, using the claim under (5) , that Y is obtained from X by a decreasing box move.
It remains to prove that Z dom Y . For this, we first verify that the table T X−Y for the tableaux X and Y has only zero entries, except in the positions indicated. This is the electronic journal of combinatorics 26(3) (2019), #P3.20 straightforward since Y is obtained from X by a box move which exchanges entries and m in rows a and b.
The table T Y −Z is obtained by subtracting the entries in T X−Y from those in T X−Z . Since X is a SYT, the columns for T X−Z have nonnegative partial sums, as specified in Lemma 5.1. Using the particular form of T X−Z established in steps (1) through (4), it follows that also the columns for T Y −Z have nonnegative partial sums. Applying Lemma 5.1 again yields Y dom Z.
We have seen that Y is obtained from X by a decreasing box move. By repeating this process, starting with the SYTs Y and Z, we produce in finitely many rounds the desired sequence of box moves.
Combinatorial properties of the order box
In this section we study combinatorial properties of the poset (T α , box ), and discuss in Section 6.2 an application to invariant subspaces of nilpotent linear operators.
An example and some properties of box
Here is the poset (T (3,2,1) , box ). 
Open Question
We want to compare the two algorithms presented above. Suppose we have two SYTs X, Z of shape α, such that X > dom Z. Say the first algorithm produces a SYTỸ , the second a SYT Y , both of shape α. The tableaux satisfy
The first algorithm depends on the choice of a factorization of z as a product of adjacent transpositions. In this section, we describe a way to make the choice so that (conjecturally) the two algorithms produce the same result, i.e., so that Y =Ỹ . Suppose that to produce the reduced expression for z ∈ S n , a version of the "bubble sort" algorithm is used, as in [1, Example 3.4.3] .
Starting from the permutation z, we will find a sequence of adjacent transpositions which transform z into the identity permutation. Start by moving n into the final position. If n started in position u, this gives us the permutation z ·s u · · · s n−1 = z ·z −1 (n) . Next, move entry n − 1 into its proper position, which gives us z · z (n) . Continue with the entry n − 2 and so forth. We obtain e = z · z −1 (n) · · · z −1 (2) . In other words, z (2) · · · z (n) is a reduced expression for z. Conjecture 6.4. If we apply the first algorithm with the choice of reduced expression described above, its result agrees with the result of applying the second algorithm.
